The rapid proliferation of surveillance cameras at airports, along highways, and in other public areas makes it increasingly difficult to have humans assist in monitoring. Reliable methods are needed for autonomous video analysis, known as 'video analytics.' One of the most important-and difficult-goals of video analytics is to detect abnormalities or events that differ from what is considered usual, such as an abandoned package, a car traveling against traffic, or a fallen elderly person. While it is already possible to identify a simple abnormality using motion detection, such as an intruder in a restricted area, that technology does not work in more complex scenarios, such as a car traveling against dense traffic.
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One approach to detect unusual behavior in such 'clutter' settings is to learn normal activity from a training video, and then identify abnormal patterns based on object dynamics, shape, or color. Most methods to do this detect moving objects, compute their paths, and then classify the paths to distinguish normal from abnormal objects. 1 This approach is difficult, because each stage must be completed successfully. Any errors can propagate from one stage to another like a domino effect.
To address these limitations, we recently developed a simple approach that does not require estimation and classification of object paths. 2 Our method's computational complexity is independent of the number of moving objects, and is still general enough to monitor humans, cars, animals, or other moving entities. We have also made two important observations. First, to characterize behavior in a camera's field of view, it is possible to consider only dynamics and forgo luminance/color. Second, to characterize the dynamics, it is adequate to detect activity at a given pixel rather than estimate the motion path through it.
With a static camera, as is common in surveillance applications, our method first applies background subtraction to compute a binary label at each pixel of each frame, with '1' denoting motion and '0' no change. This can be accomplished by fast thresholding (image segmentation) of the absolute difference between each frame and a background computed using the temporal median of the previous 50-100 frames (see Figure 1) , or by more reliable methods based on statistical background models. 3, 4 Some of the signatures we have observed experimentally include random impulses (a tree shaken by wind), regular impulses (highway traffic), bursts of impulses (city traffic regulated by traffic lights), and very wide impulses (abandoned objects). We use these signatures to characterize behavior pixel by pixel, and to subsequently detect abnormalities.
However, since streaming video allows infinite signature lengths, it is not obvious how to use them to detect abnormalities. We have developed a 'behavior-image' concept, where signatures for all pixels over N number of frames are aggregated to form a single 2D array. This dramatically reduces memory requirements and permits real-time implementation. First, the 'background-behavior image' is computed from a training video with normal behavior. Next, observed-behavior
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Figure 2. Observed video frame and detected motion labels in urban traffic (top row), background-and observed-behavior images with white denoting high activity (middle row), and final abnormality map (bottom).
images are computed from streaming video using a slidingwindow approach (a behavior image is computed for each frame). Finally, each observed-behavior image is compared to the background-behavior image to find abnormalities in a process called 'behavior subtraction. ' The label aggregation and behavior-image comparison depend on the application. For example, if an unusually high level of motion is to be considered abnormal, the backgroundbehavior image needs to be computed by measuring the maximum activity. 2 Then, pixels in observed-behavior images that are larger than those in the background-behavior image are declared abnormal. However, if abnormal behavior means a departure from average motion activity, then the backgroundbehavior image needs to be computed by measuring the average activity. 5, 6 In that case, pixels in observed-behavior images that are different from those in the background-behavior image are declared abnormal.
Our simple, memory-light approach had led to some surprising results. Figure 2 shows urban traffic, where the tram is detected as an abnormality under the maximum-activity assumption, because the training video sequence did not include Further examples in Figure 3 show the removal of regular background activity caused by highway traffic, pedestrians, or shimmering water. Only objects with outlying signatures are detected, regardless of their size (from a tiny pedestrian to a large canoe) or nature (human or car). Complete videos of these results showing their dynamic nature are available on our Web page. 7 We are currently exploring implementing behavior subtraction in embedded architectures used in Internet-protocol surveillance cameras. This would permit edge-based processing to reduce data flow in the network by communicating frames with
